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many years of his life in India, and was Lieutenant-
Governor of the United Provinces about thirty years
ago. He speaks from India and addresses his little
daughter in England. He wants her to understand how
the stars may be a connecting link between them, and
that the same constellations which she sees over her
head in the West are also shining over him in the East,,
and may serve to remind them of one another. The
constellation he dwells upon is called Charles's Wain
(wain is another name of wagon), but another, and per-
haps more usual name for this constellation is, The
Great Bear. You remember, don't you, our explanation
of the North Pole, and how we ran a pencil through an
orange and so discovered where the North Pole would
be ; if you were to lengthen this pencil on and up into
the sky you would presently come to a star, which goes
by the name of the Pole Star. As Commander Peary
stood at the North Pole, this star must have been
directly over his head. Quite near to it is Charles's
Wain, a constellation of seven bright stars, which appear*
owing to the movement of the earth, to move during the
night right round the Pole Star. Sir Alfred Lyall tells
how these stars guide him at night to his tent, and when
he wakes in the morning and sees them low on the
horizon, he knows it is time to get up and start the day's
work. He contrasts the bustling, noisy life of Western
countries, with its chiming clocks and rushing trains,,
with the simple-Eastern life,, where people tell the time
by the stars.
In the early spring as the nights grow shorter,
Some clear cold eve, when the clouds are high,
Just as you're going to bed, my daughter,
Linger, and look at the northern sky ;
There you will see, if the stars you're wise in,
Over the edge of the darkened plain,
One by one in the heavens uprising,
The seven bright beacons of Charles's Wain.
All the night long you may watch them turning,
Round in their course by the Polar star;
Slowly they sink and at dawn are burning
Low on th& line of the world afar.
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